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Abstract 
We investigate the problem of broadcasting multiple messages in a message-passing system 
that supports simultaneous end and receive. The system consists of n processors, one of which 
has m messages to broadcast to the other n - 1 processors. The processors communicate in 
rounds. In each round, a processor can simultaneously send a message to one processor and 
receive a message from another processor. The goal is to broadcast he m messages among the 
n processors in the minimal number of communication rounds. The lower bound on the 
number of rounds required is (m - 1) + [log nl. We present an algorithm for this problem that 
requires at most m + [log n1 communication rounds, for any values of m and n. 
Key words: Broadcasting algorithms; Distributed systems; Message passing systems; Multiple 
messages; Parallel systems; Send and receive 
1. Introduction 
Broadcasting is a most important communication operation in many multi-proces- 
sor systems. Application areas that use this operation extensively include scientific 
computations, database transactions, network protocols, and multimedia applica- 
tions. Due to the significance of the broadcasting operation, it is important to design 
efficient algorithms for it. 
Several variations of the broadcasting problem were studied in the parallel and 
distributed processing literature [S, 141. Much of this research focuses on designing 
broadcasting algorithms for specific network topologies such as rings, trees, meshes, 
and hypercubes. However, an emerging trend in many message-passing systems is to 
treat the system as a fully-connected collection of processors in which each pair of 
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processors can communicate directly. This strategy is used, for example, in several 
distributed-memory parallel computers [4, 11, 16, IS] and in some high-speed com- 
munication networks [7-9, 171. 
When broadcasting large amounts of data, many systems break the data into 
sequences of messages that are broadcast individually. The problem of broadcasting 
multiple messages in fully-connected systems was studied in several communication 
models. Cockayne and Thomason [lo] and Farley [13] present optimal solutions 
for this problem in a model where each processor can either send or receive one 
message in any communication round, but not both. Alon et al. [l] explore the 
problem of reliable broadcasting of messages from all the processors in a system 
in which each processor can simultaneously send one message and receive another. 
Bar-Noy and Kipnis [2,3] investigate the problem of broadcasting in the postal 
model of communication, in which each processor can concurrently send one 
message and receive another message, but message delivery involves communication 
latency. 
In this paper, we investigate the problem of broadcasting multiple messages in 
a fully-connected message-passing system with simultaneous send and receive. The 
system consists of n processors, one of which has m messages to broadcast to the other 
n - 1 processors. The processors communicate in rounds. In each round, a processor 
can simultaneously send a message to one processor and receive a message from 
another processor. The goal is to broadcast the m messages among the n processors in 
the minimal number of communication rounds. A lower bound on the number of 
rounds required in this model is (m - 1) + rlogn]. However, no algorithm is known 
that matches this lower bound for all values of m and n. 
Optimal solutions for the problem of broadcasting multiple messages in a system 
that supports simultaneous send and receive are known only for specific values of 
m and n. In the case of m = 1 and for any value of n, a simple folklore algorithm based 
on recursive doubling provides an optimal solution for this problem (see [12]). This 
algorithm requires r log IZ 1 rounds. When n = 2k and for any value of m, Ho [15] 
provides an optimal broadcasting algorithm based on disjoint spanning trees in 
a binary hypercube. This algorithm requires (m - 1) + log n rounds. However, Ho’s 
solution relies on the fact that n is a power of 2 and cannot be used for other values of 
n. For general values of m and n, a special case of one of the algorithms by Bar-Noy 
and Kipnis [3] provides a solution to the broadcasting problem considered here. This 
solution requires m + 2 log n + O(1) rounds. Finally, the best known broadcasting 
algorithm for arbitrary values of m and n was recently developed by Bruck et al. [6]. 
This algorithm requires m + log n + O(log log n) rounds. 
This paper provides an optimal algorithm (to within an additive term of 1) for the 
problem of broadcasting m messages among n processors in systems with simultan- 
eous send and receive. The algorithm presented here is practical and works for any 
values of m and n. This algorithm requires at most m + r logn 1 rounds. In this 
algorithm, as well as in previously known algorithms for this problem, messages are 
not delivered in order. 
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2. General idea of the algorithm 
This section gives a general overview of the ideas involved in the broadcasting 
algorithm. A detailed description of the algorithm appears in Section 3. 
The broadcasting algorithm uses a simple folklore algorithm (see [ 123) for broad- 
casting m = 1 messages among n = 2k processors in k = log n rounds. This folklore 
algorithm consists of doubling the number of processors that know the message every 
communication round. We call this folklore algorithm, Algorithm &‘. 
Another well-known algorithm broadcasts m > 1 messages among n = 2k proces- 
sors in m + k = m + logn rounds. In this algorithm, the n = 2k processors are ar- 
ranged as a k-dimensional hypercube. The broadcast source (root) sends the m mess- 
ages one after the other in a cyclic order to k = logn designated processors. Each of 
these k processors applies Algorithm d among all the n processors, thereby acting as 
a broadcast originator for each message it receives from the root. In each round of this 
algorithm, messages are exchanged only along one of the k hypercube dimensions. We 
call this algorithm, Algorithm ~8. (A somewhat different description of this algorithm 
appears in [lS].) 
Algorithm B can be used as a building block for an algorithm that works for any 
values of m and n. In Algorithm 8, each of the k designated processors returns to the 
root the last message it received from it in the same round in which the root sends 
a new message to that processor. This step is redundant and can be replaced by having 
each of the k designated processors, in turn, send its message outside the hypercube of 
the 2k processors. In doing so, Algorithm LB can be viewed as a “black-box” with the 
following properties: (i) the black-box contains 2k - 1 processors; (ii) a stream of 
m messages from some external source is injected into the black-box; (iii) each message 
in the stream becomes known to all the processors in the black-box exactly k rounds 
after it is injected into the black box; and (iv) the stream of m messages is ejected from 
the black-box exactly k rounds after it is injected into it. 
A broadcasting algorithm for any values of m and n can be constructed by 
concatenating a sequence of Algorithm ~8’s black-boxes that include all the II - 1 
recipient processors. The output stream of one black-box in the sequence serves as the 
input stream of the next black-box. The input stream of the first black-box is provided 
by the broadcast source, and the output stream of the last black-box is discarded. 
However, such a solution, which uses Algorithm LB as its building block, requires 
m + O(log’ n) rounds. This is because the output stream of a black-box with 2k - 1 
processors is delayed k rounds after its input stream, and the sum of the delays of all 
the black-boxes in the sequence may be as high as 0(log2n). 
To obtain a better algorithm, we modify Algorithm %? and design a new black-box 
that contains one more processor but delays the output stream only 1 round after the 
input stream. We call this modified black-box Algorithm %?. This algorithm broad- 
casts m > 1 messages from an external source processor to 2k internal processors, for 
k 3 2. Algorithm %? requires m + k + 2 rounds to broadcast m messages to n - 1 = 2k 
internal processors. 
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Finally, using the new black-box provided by Algorithm V?‘, we are able to build an 
optimal algorithm (to within an additive term of 1) for any values of m and n. We call 
this algorithm, Algorithm 9. This algorithm concatenates instances of decreasing 
sizes of Algorithm %‘s black-boxes, such that the delays introduced by all the 
black-boxes in the sequence are shadowed by the delay of the first black-box. 
Algorithm 9 requires at most m + [log nl rounds to broadcast m messages among 
n processors. 
3. Description of the algorithm 
This section describes the general algorithm for broadcasting m messages among 
n processors. The description is in four stages, corresponding to Algorithms d, B, %?, 
and 9. 
3.1. Algorithm d 
This algorithm broadcasts m = 1 messages among n = 2k processors in k = log n 
rounds. The algorithm consists of doubling the number of processors that know the 
message in each round. Following is a formal description of Algorithm d that is used 
in Algorithms g and %7. 
We denote the n = 2k processors using the 2k binary addresses (&, . . . , cl), where 
Ej E (0, 1} for 1 < j < k. Let the broadcast originator be processor s = (0, . . ,O), and let 
M be the broadcast message. In round 1 of the algorithm, processor s sends M to 
processor (0, . . . ,O, 1). In general, in round i of the algorithm, for 1 G i d k, processor 
(0, . . ..O.Ei- i, . . . . ei) sends M to processor (0, . . . . 0, l,+i, . . . . ei). One may use induc- 
tion to verify that at the end of round i, for 1 < i < k, all the processors of the form 
(0,. f.) 0, Ei, . . ., ei), where Ej E (0, 1} for 1 < j < i, indeed know message M. From this 
description, it is clear that the algorithm broadcasts message M to all n = 2k proces- 
sors in k = logn rounds. 
A simple modification of this description is required in case the broadcast 
originator is not processor (0, . . . . 0). If processor s = (ok, . . . . cr2,rr1) is the broad- 
cast originator, then in round 1 processor s sends message M to processor 
(ok, ...,02> 1 - ol). In general, in round i, for 1 < i < k, each processor p that knows 
message M sends it to the processor whose address is obtained by complementing the 
ith bit of the address of p. That is, a processor that knows message M and whose 
address is (6, ,...) 6i+i,6i,6iP1 )..., 6,) sends message M in round i to processor 
(6k,...,6i+r,I - 6i,6i-i,..., 6,). 
In this description, the order in which processors complement their address bits is 
not crucial, as long as all processors follow the same order in a synchronized manner. 
In particular, the algorithm works correctly if processors start by complementing their 
jth bit, for some 1 6 j < k, and cyclically complement bits j + 1, j + 2, . , j + k - 1 
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(where the index arithmetic is done in a cycle of k). This is the case since there is no 
significance to the relative order of processors’ address bits. We use the notation 
&(s, M, j) to indicate an instance of Algorithm &, where the broadcast originator is 
processor s, the broadcast message is M, and processors start by first complementing 
thejth bit of their addresses and then cyclically complement bitsj + 1, j + 2, until the 
.j - 1 bit. 
3.2. Algorithm g 
This algorithm broadcasts m > 1 messages among n = 2k processors in m + k 
= m + log n rounds. A similar algorithm appears in [ 1.51. Informally, the broadcast 
originator (root) sends the m messages one after the other in a cyclic manner to 
k = log n designated processors. Each of these k processors applies Algorithm 
S! among all the n processors, thereby acting as a broadcast originator for each 
message it receives from the root. Consecutive applications of Algorithm & by one 
designated processor do not overlap, since Algorithm & completes in exactly 
k rounds and the designated processor receives a new message exactly once every 
k rounds. However, different applications of Algorithm d by two designated proces- 
sors may overlap and may introduce conflicts for non-designated processors. Follow- 
ing is a description of Algorithm 9 that avoids any such conflicts. 
We denote the n = 2k processors, as before, by the 2k binary addresses (&k, . , cl), 
where ej E (0, l$ for 1 < j < k. Let the broadcast originator be processor s = (0, . . . ,O), 
and let M,, . , M, be the sequence of m messages to broadcast. In round i, 
for 1 < i < m, the broadcast originator s sends message Mi to processor 
pj = (0, . . . . 0, l,O, . . . . 0), where the l-bit in the address of processor pj appears in the 
jth index position for j = ((i - 1) mod k) + 1. Processor pi receives message Mi from 
the root in round i and applies Algorithm ~(pj, Mi, j + 1) for k rounds starting in 
round i + 1. Notice that processor pj does not need to return message Mi to the root 
s in round i + k as instructed by Algorithm d(pj, Mi, j + 1). 
The correctness of the send/receive schedules of this algorithm follows from the fact 
that the n processors can be thought of being logically arranged as a k-dimensional 
hypercube where communication occurs only along the hypercube edges. In round i, 
each processor p may send a message to and receive a message from a processor 4 if 
and only if the addresses of p and q differ only in the bit in the jth position, for 
j = ((i - 1)mod k) + 1. This implies that there are no send/receive conflicts since 
messages are always sent and received along a distinct dimension of the k-dimensional 
hypercube. 
Based on this description, one may verify that Algorithm .S? broadcasts m messages 
from one source processor to 2k - 1 other processors in exactly m + k = m + logn 
rounds. Fig. 1 presents the sending schedule of a run of Algorithm 8 for broadcasting 
the m = 10 messages “a, b, ..,j” among n = 8 processors, with the broadcast source 
being processor 0 and the recipients being processors 1,2, . . . ,7. This run completes in 
m + logn = 13 rounds. 
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ti 7-h 411 2-r 7-e 4-e 2-f 7-h 4-11 2-i 
I F-a 5-b 3-r G-d 5-e 3-f F-g 5-h 3-i G-j 
Fig. 1. Sending schedule of a run of Algorithm B for broadcasting the m = 10 messages “a, b, , j” from 
processor 0 to processors 1,2, ,7. The schedule consists of a table of 8 rows and 13 columns. Each row 
indicates the sending schedule of one processor in successive rounds, and each column indicates the sending 
schedule of all the processors in a given round. An entry in row x and column y has the form z-x to indicate 
that in round y processor x sends message a to processor z (where 0 < x < 7, 1 < y < 13,0 < z < 7, and 
c( E {a, b, , j}). A blank entry in row x and column y means that processor x does not send any message in 
round 4~. 
Remark. A careful inspection of Algorithm B can save one round. This is done by 
having the root processor act as a broadcast originator for the last message M,. That 
is, the root processor s = (0, . . . , 0) applies Algorithm &(s, M,, j) for k rounds starting 
in round m, wherej = ((m - 1) mod k) + 1. This fix causes Algorithm .S? to run in the 
optimal number of rounds (m - 1) + k = (m - 1) + log n. In the example of Fig. 1, we 
can save round 13 by having: (i) processor 0 send messagej to processor 2 in round 11; 
(ii) processor 0 send message j to processor 1 in round 12; and (iii) processor 2 send 
messagej to processor 6 in round 12. 
3.3. Algorithm 5% 
This algorithm broadcasts m > 1 messages from an external source processor to 
IZ = 2k internal processors, for k 2 2, in m + k + 2 rounds. In addition, this algorithm 
delays by one round the stream of m messages injected by the external source. That is, 
when considering the set of n = 2k internal processors as a black-box, the set absorbs 
a stream of messages and emits the same stream one round later. This black-box 
behavior of the y1 = 2k internal processors is exploited in Algorithm 9. 
The process of broadcasting the m messages from the external source to the n = 2’ 
internal processors, for k 3 2, is a modification of Algorithm a. Informally, the 
external source sends the m messages one after the other in a cyclic manner to 
k = log IZ designated processors. Each of these designated processors, upon receiving 
a message from the external source, first sends that message outside the set and then 
follows Algorithm d to broadcast that message among 2k - 1 out of the n = 2k 
internal processors. (One of the 2k internal processors has a special role which we 
explain later.) Many of these 2k - 1 internal processors behave as in Algorithm ~8. 
However, applying Algorithm ~49 without any changes would result in receive-conflicts 
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for the k designated processors. We resolve these receive-conflicts by using the extra 
internal processor. We next describe this modification of Algorithm B into Algorithm 
g more formally. 
The system consists of one external source processor and n = 2k internal processors, 
for k 3 2. Denote one of the internal processors by $, and use the k-bit binary 
addresses to denote the external source processor and the remaining 2k - 1 internal 
processors. Let the external source processor be s = (0, . . . . 0), and let Mi, . . . , M, be 
the sequence of m messages to broadcast. The external source s sends message Mi in 
round i to processor pj = (0, . . . ,O, l,O, .,., 0), where the l-bit in the address of proces- 
sor pj appears in the jth index position for j = ((i - 1) mod k) + 1. Processor Pj 
receives message Mi in round i and sends it outside the set in round i + 1. Starting in 
round i + 2, processor pj applies Algorithm ~(pj, Mi, j + 1) for k rounds. However, 
processor pj does not return message ML to the external source processor in round 
i + k + 1, as instructed by Algorithm -c9(pj, MC, j + 1). 
This modification of Algorithm a results in having only one round of delay 
between the input stream of messages into the set of n = 2k internal processors and the 
output stream of messages from the set. However, this modification also causes 
receiving conflicts for the k designated processors. Since, in Algorithm V, each 
designated processor pj starts Algorithm ~4 in the hypercube one round later than is 
required by Algorithm @, such a processor pj is scheduled to receive a message from 
some internal hypercube processor in the same round in which it receives a message 
from the external source s. To circumvent this conflict, the special processor $ is used. 
The rule regarding processor II/ is as follows. Assume that an internal processor q is 
instructed to send a message, according to Algorithm &‘, to some designated proces- 
sor pj in the same round that Pj gets a new message from the external source s. Then, 
instead, processor q sends that message to processor $, and in the following round 
processor $ forwards this message to processor pj. Notice that processor Pj is indeed 
available to receive a message from processor $ immediately following the round in 
which it receives a new message from the external source s, since in this round 
processor pj sends a message outside the set and is not receiving a message from any 
internal hypercube processor. 
In summary, Algorithm %? creates a black-box of n = 2k processors, for k 3 2, that 
delays the stream of messages entering it by one round. In addition, any message that 
enters the black-box becomes known to all the 2k processors in it exactly k + 2 rounds 
after it enters the black-box. Consequently, all the m messages are known to the I? = 2k 
processors after m + k + 2 rounds. Fig. 2 presents a sending schedule of a run of 
Algorithm %Y for broadcasting the ten messages “a, b, . . . . j” from processor 0 to 
processors 1,2, . ., 8. In this example, processor 8 is used as the special processor $, 
and processors 1,2, . . . , 7 are the internal hypercube processors. This run completes in 
m+logn+2=15rounds. 
Remark. A careful inspection of Algorithm % indicates that one round can be saved. 
In the last round, round m + k + 2, only one message is sent. Moreover, this message 
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Fig. 2. Sending schedule of a run of Algorithm W for broadcasting the m = 10 messages “a, b, , j” from 
processor 0 to processors 1,2, ,8. The schedule consists of a table of 9 rows and 15 columns. An entry in 
row x and column y has the form z-(x to indicate that in round y processor x sends message OL to processor 
z (where 0 < x < 8, 1 < y < 15, 0 $ z < 8 and a E {a, b, . . ..j}). A table entry has the form *-OL to indicate 
that the processor sends message CI outside the set. A blank entry in row x and column y means that 
processor x does not send any message in round y. 
is the last message, M,, which is sent by the special processor I,/J to processor pi, where 
i = (WI mod k) + 1. On the other hand, in round m + k + l> the round just before last, 
processor pj where j = ((m - 1) mod k) + 1, the designated processor for message M, 
is idle and processor pi does not receive any message. This is the case since if there were 
more than m messages, processor Pj was supposed to start broadcasting message 
M mfk in round m + k + 1 and processor pi was supposed to receive message 
M m+k+l in this round. The required modification to Algorithm % is to instruct 
processor pj to send M, in round m + k + 1 to processor pi. In the example of 
Fig. 2 this modification has the following interpretation. On the one hand, in the last 
round, round 15, the last message, message j, is sent from processor 8 to processor 2. 
On the other hand, in round 14, processor 1, the designated processor for message j, is 
idle and processor 2 does not receive another message in that round. Therefore, round 
15 can be saved if processor 1 sends message j to processor 2 in round 14. 
3.4. Algorithm 9 
This algorithm broadcasts m > 1 messages among n processors in at most 
m + rlogn] rounds, for any values of m and II. If y1 is a power of 2, then Algorithm 
B can be used to produce a running time of m - 1 + log n rounds (see the remark at 
the end of Algorithm LB’S description). If n is not a power of 2, then a chain of 
black-boxes of decreasing sizes, each implementing Algorithm %Y, is used. Each 
black-box in the chain contains a number of processors that is a power of 2, such that 
the total number of processors in all the black-boxes is n - 1. The output stream of 
each black-box serves as the input stream to the next black-box in the chain. The 
input stream to the first black-box is supplied by the broadcast originator and the 
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output stream of the last black-box is discarded. Following is a more formal descrip- 
tion of Algorithm 9 for the case where n is not a power of 2. 
Assume that n is not a power of 2. Let n = 1 + (Ci_i 2k1) + r, where 
kI > k, > ... > kl 3 2 and 0 d r d 3. A different treatment is given to the broadcast 
originator, to the main n - 1 - Y processors, and to the remaining r processors for 
0 < r < 3. The n - 1 - r processors are partitioned into 1 disjoint sets, Si, . .., SI, 
where set Si contains 2k1 processors, for 1 d i < 1. The broadcast originator is put into 
set So, and the r remaining processors are put into set S1 + 1. Each of the 1 sets S1 , . . . , SI 
implements Algorithm %’ internally. The broadcast originator in set So sends the 
stream of m messages to set Si; the output stream of messages from set S1 serves as the 
input stream of messages to set SZ; and so on until set SI, which sends its output 
stream to set S1+ 1. Inside set SI + 1, the r remaining processors, for 0 d r < 3, are 
cascaded such that the stream of m messages is passed from one processor to another. 
One may verify that since the broadcasting process works well in each one of the sets 
Si, then the concatenation of the sets Si produces a broadcasting algorithm of 
m messages among n processors. 
The analysis of the running time of Algorithm 9 is as follows. Assume that the 
broadcast originator in set So starts sending the stream of m messages in round 1. 
Then, set Si, for 1 < i 6 1, starts receiving the stream and starts applying Algorithm 
%? in round i. This implies that the broadcasting process in set Si, for 1 d i -i 1, is 
completed in round m + i + ki + 1. However, since ki is a strictly decreasing sequence, 
it follows that 1 + k, 3 i + ki for all values of 1 < i < 1. Consequently, all the proces- 
sors in sets So, . . . . S1 know the m messages by round m + kI + 2. Now, since n is not 
a power of 2, it follows that kI = Llog nj and, therefore, all the n - r processors in sets 
So, . . . . SI know all the m messages by round m + Llog n J + 2. It is now only necessary 
to consider the r remaining processors in set S1 + 1. The r processors in set SI + 1, for 
0 d r d 3, start receiving the stream of the m messages in round 1 + 1, and, therefore, 
they know all the m messages at most by round (I+ 1) + (m - 1) + 2 = I+ m + 2. 
Now, because ki is a strictly decreasing sequence, because k, = Llog n], and because 
kl 3 2, it must be that 1~ Llog nJ - 1. This shows that the r processors in set S1 + 1 
also know all the m messages by round 1 + m + 2 < m + LlognJ + 1. Finally, 
since [log n1 = Llogn] + 1 for n that is not a power of 2, this analysis proves that the 
time complexity of Algorithm $B is at most m + rlog nl + 1 rounds. 
Fig. 3 presents a sending schedule of a run of Algorithm 9 for broadcasting the ten 
messages “a, b, . . . , j” from processor 0 to processors 1,2, . . . , 13. This run of Algorithm 
9 completes in m + L log n J + 2 = 15 rounds. 
In the example of Fig. 3, processor 0 comprises the set So; processors 1, . .., 8 form 
the set Si of 2k’ processors for k, = 3; processors 9, . . . ,12 comprise the set S2 of 2k2 
processors for k2 = 2; and processor 13 forms the set S3 of r = 1 processors. For the 
set S1 of size 8, processor 8 serves as the special processor $ of Algorithm V, and for 
the set S2 of size 4, processor 12 serves as the special processor $. Notice that 
processor 0 of set So sends the m messages to processors 1,2,4 of set S,; processors 
1,2,4 of set S, forward the messages from processor 0 to processors 9,10 of set SZ; and 
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Fig. 3. Sending schedule of a run of Algorithm $S for broadcasting the m = 10 messages “a, b, ., j” from 
processor 0 to processors 1,2, _. , 13. The schedule consists of a table of 14 rows and 15 columns. An entry in 
row x and column y has the form z-a to indicate that in round y processor x sends message a to processor 
z (where 0 < x < 13, 1 < y < 15, 0 < z < 13, and c( 6 {a,b, . . ..j}). A blank entry in row x and column 
y means that processor x does not send any message in round y. 
processors 9,10 of set S2 forward these messages to processor 13 of set S3. Processor 
13 of set S3 need not send the messages anywhere, since it is the last processor in the 
chain. Notice also that the time it takes to disseminate the 10 messages among all 14 
processors is dominated by the time required to disseminate the 10 messages in the set 
Si of processors 1, . ...8. 
Remark. It is possible to reduce the running time of Algorithm G@ by one round. This 
can be done by using the modified version of Algorithm % with running time of 
m + k + 1 instead of m + k + 2 (see the remark at the end of Algorithm 55”s descrip- 
tion). Consequently, the running time of Algorithm 9 would become m + [log n1 
instead of m + rlognl + 1. 
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